www.usavaluescoupons.com
What if you could create an email combined with a landing page that paid for itself plus gave
you an adequate return that would prompt you to continue the communication process
indefinitely because it is data driven? What if the combination of the email and coupon
(landing page) also threw off page views that directly support the core strength of your
business and how that strength relates to the basics of the USA private sector’s positive
expectation for growth.
The idea is to undertake this creation with the expectation that it will cost you nothing after its
creation based on the data, and positioning of your business with the basics of growth. This will
bring you respect, admiration and a thank you from all the cultures within the USA grassroots
as they exist and reset themselves for growth into the future through the children.
****ATTENTION TO TIME AND MONEY*****Business and especially small business knows
they must and can move the local needle with this communications and promotion process.
This activity has an economic ROI and is state of the art use of data. The promotion is
designed to directly pay for itself; designed to increase local real estate values; local security
and safety will increase; human capital for growth economics, education, emotions and ethics
is created. The design is to reset public schools based on proficiency, parents, communication
and sensitive critical early age based success before the gaps are created.
Too much, right? Not really- It is suppose to work this way. Let us get started to understand
the details. This works on a local, regional and national level. It works alongside your present
systems of website and social media.
Example of it working. Email click here Landing page Click here
Every product or service we have on our landing pages (coupons) are best practice in at least
two views. The product and service has a goodness to it. They can be presented and
explained in a landing page or coupon (USAVALUE) to be a creation based on the thinking of
first things first right the first time one size fits one to facilitate GROWTH by meeting a real
customer requirement treated one size fits one in generally a private sector or cash flow
positive setting. If you own a product or service that does not meet these views, just say so.
We will stop the discussion and creation process. Please see these views in the combined
example above. If you don’t see them call me for discussion.
What is the product or service program that you are promoting? How do we define it as best
practice and put it into a USAVALUE coupon for you? How do we nest it with other businesses
committed to first things first right the first time? We will point your business to be a first
things first virtue within the private sector; not existing often enough in the public sector
costing us literacy, freedom, independence and growth opportunities.

In the USA, I don’t need to tell you, education proficiency based on very early reading building
blocks and skills delivered locally and early enough for a ringing advantage has become an
individual grassroots growth issue worthy of your local or national promotion. The issue is
different school district by school district requiring a mass customized design within the
community; which is only touched on in introduction by the website. Your attention to this
issue is leading edge.
Click here . With just a little bit of discussion we will create for your business or organization
the coupon that is expected to cash flow in connection with the email. We call it a USAVALUE.
Let me explain the USAVALUE coupon with examples. It will interest you and won’t take more
than 30-45 minutes in front of the internet. When could we talk, my number is 651-735-3018?
Our ask is twofold.
1. We informally align in the USA within your program as a coupon promotion. You send 1
million emails five times a month for 4 months running as you work the email supporting the
USAVALUE coupon into a breakeven or better financial result for your organization. This result
then achieves a sustaining continuous grassroots email effort (headed by USA VALUES, LLC and
Cobalt Media) that makes the point that your product and service is directly aligned with first
things first right the first time (FTFRTFT) one size fits one and the Goodness that early literacy is
freedom, independence and opportunity at the local level to save the children from missing the
opportunity.
2. You request others connected to you to do the same thing for themselves with our
assistance. This uses the USAVALUE coupon and an email to create an economic effort that at
least breaks even with continuous communication of Goodness tied to you. They will
contributes to their bottom line with their landing page supporting both your website and
theirs; nested among the successful who use a FTFRTFT strategy.
There is not a large or successful small corporation in the USA that is short of first things first
right the first time one size fits one stories or coupon presentations. It is a shame the public
sector cannot say the same. With this reflected feature, FTFRTFT, the email and coupon is
structured alongside the basic business. It adds to that basic effort the continuous sending of
the message and selling of product and service on a margin that sustains the effort for the good
of literacy is freedom to save the children from missing the opportunity.
With just a little bit of discussion we will create for your business or organization the email that
is expected to cash flow in connection with the USAVALUE coupon landing page.

